Altavilla Vicentina, 30th August 2018

NEW FOR SANA 2018: FIT THERAPY LADY, WOMEN'S NEW
ALLY IN HELPING PAINFUL PERIODS
There is now a new biophysical patch that can reduce menstrual pain, by
reflecting the body's own infrared rays. Up to 5 days’ relief from symptoms
without the use of drugs.
At “that time of the month”, pain and discomfort can be unbearable for some women, who
are forced to resort to painkillers and other pharmaceuticals to relieve their symptoms.
The Italian company D.Fenstec has come up with an alternative solution.
The company, based near Vicenza, has designed a revolutionary product that can reduce
the perception of menstrual pain not by using drugs, but by exploiting the body's own
power to self-heal.
“Several clinical studies have shown that the human body emits and receives infrared
waves, which can eliminate the toxins that are one of the main causes of inflammation and
pain” explains Gaetano Bertinato, managing director of D.Fenstec “This awareness led
first to the FIT Therapy patches, and now the new FIT Therapy Lady: by applying a
material that reflects the waves emitted by the body itself, on the affected area, pain
can be relieved”.
Just apply the three small patches in the kit to the designated points, and the body's own
heat will activate the acrylic adhesive into a “mirror” that reflects the infrared rays naturally
emitted by the body. The reflected energy boosts the circulation of blood, reinforcing the
metabolic exchange between the body’s organs, producing an analgesic effect.
Just one kit can deliver benefits for up to 5 days, while the wearer can still go about their
daily activities without worrying about the patch falling off - even in the shower or
swimming pool.
Women now have a valuable aid in combating menstrual pain: recent scientific studies
have shown that FIT Lady is pleasant to use and improves the wearer's quality of life.
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Come and try the FIT Lady patch for yourself, at SANA 2018, Pavilion 25 - Stand
C86.
You can also discover the other FIT THERAPY PATCHES designed to reduce
musculo-skeletal pain!

CONTACTS:
D.Fenstec srl
Viale Verona, 74
36077 Altavilla Vicentina (VI)
Tel. 0444 17-50-103
info@dfsrls.com
www.fittherapy.biz
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